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6Seat No.: ________                                                     Enrolment No.______________  
 

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
DIPLOMA ENGINEERING – SEMESTER – III • EXAMINATION – SUMMER 2015 

 
Subject Code: 3335101 Date:   30/4 /2015      
Subject Name: Garment Machinery 
Time: 2:30 pm to 5:00 pm Total Marks: 70 
Instructions: 

1. Attempt any five questions.  
2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  
4. Each question carry equal marks (14 marks) 

 
 

Q.1  Write in detail about sewing machine needle with neat sketch 14 
    Q.2 (a) Write in detail about different parts of sewing machine. 07 
 (b) List out different types of feed mechanisum and write in detail about drop feed 

mechanisum. 
07 

  OR  
 (b) Write in detail about lock stitch and chain stitch type. 07 
    Q.3 (a) Write in detail about different bed types with neat sketch. 07 
 (b) Write about medium weight fabric 07 
  OR  

Q.3 (b) Write in detail about different type of lubericating system of sewing machine. 07 
    Q.4  Write in detail about single needle lock stitch machine and double needle lock stitch 

machine. 
14 

  OR  
Q. 4  List out different types of cutting equipment and write in detail about one cutting 

equipment. 
14 

    Q.5 (a) Write in detail about ticket number of thread. 07 
 (b) Write in detail about over lock machine. 07 
  OR  

Q.5 (a) Write in detail about pressing and explain any one type of pressing equipment. 07 
 (b) List out the labour sawing devices and write about different types of pressure feet. 07 
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�જુરાતી 

પ�. ૧  ;].\U DXLG GL0, VG[ T[GF EFUM :JrK VFS’lT  ;FY[ J6”JMP !$ 

    
પ�. ૨ અ ;].\U DXLGGF H]NF H]NF EFUM lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 

 બ ;].\U DXLGGF H]NF H]NF lO0 D[S[GLhD GL l,:8 AGFJMP VG[ 0=M5 lO0 D[S[GLhDG[ 
lJ:TFZYL ,BMP 

૦૭ 

  અથવા  

 બ ,MS :8LR 8F.5 VG[ R[G :8LR 8F.5 lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 

    
પ�. ૩ અ ;].\U DXLGGF H]NF H]NF A[0 8F.5GF lJX[ NMZM VG[ ,BMP ૦૭ 

 બ DL0LID J[8 SF50 lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 
  અથવા  

પ�. ૩ બ DXLGGF H]NF H]NF ,]lA|S[8L\U l;:8D lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 

    
પ�. ૪  l;\U, GL0, ,MS :8LR DXLG lJX[ ,BM4 0A, GL0, ,MS :8LR DXLG lJX[ ,BMP !$ 

  અથવા  

પ�. ૪  Sl8\U .SJL5D[g8GL l,:8 AGFJL T[DFYL SM.56 V[S .SJL5D[g8 lJX[ lJ:TFZYL 
,BMP 

!$ 

    
પ�. ૫ અ NMZFGF l8lS8 G\AZ lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 

 બ VMJZ,MS DXLG lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 
  અથવા  

પ�. ૫ અ 5|[l;\UGF lJX[ lJ:TFZYL ,BM VG[ SM. V[S 5|[;L\U .SJL5D[g8 lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 
 બ zD ARFJGFZ ;FWGM SIF SIF K[ V[DFYL H]NF H]NF 5|[XZlO8 lJX[ ,BMP ૦૭ 
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